THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
studied in such detail by Rank1 and which perhaps, for this
reason, we need not stop to dwell on here; it being sufficient
to remind the reader in passing of such well known mytho-
logical cases as the unions of Zeus and Hera and of Osiris
and Isis, or, as regards literature, to refer him to such recent
examples as Artzibasheffs "Sanine" or d'Annunzio's "City of
the Dead" where the existence of erotic feeling between
brother and sister is treated in an open manner.
Displacement	As a further stage of development the original parent
of parent- jove may be displaced, not on to a brother or sister, but on
tendencies on to some more distant relative,  such as a cousin (a brother or
to more distant sjster substitute) or an uncle or aunt (more directly parent
relatives	,    .        vo    ~      .	•         •	,	r    .
substitutes)2.  Cousin marriage is,   among  ourselves,   passing
through the stage of being legally permissible though still
regarded with some degree of moral disapproval or suspicion.
In other times and places it has, like brother-sister marriage,
been the object both of sternest prohibition3 and of warm
approval4. Any kind of sexual relationship between nephews
and aunts or between nieces and uncles seems to have been,
too, reminiscent of the repressed tendencies to parent-incest to
have received sanction either legally or morally, but unions of
this kind have nevertheless sometimes been found among pri-
mitive peoples6, and are not infrequently present as objects
of desire in the unconscious mind of those who live in civilised
communities to-day.
Relatives by	Of particular interest in this connection is the displacement
marriage of feelings originally directed to the parents towards relatives
in law. Since by marriage one partner in the marriage is
supposed to have entered into the family of the other, and,
in virtue of the partial identification of the two partners through
common ties of interest and affection, may really be said to
have in some measure effected such an entrance, it is not
1	" Das Inzestmotiv in Dichtung und Sage," 443 ff.
2	See especially K. Abraham, " Die Stelle der Verwandtenehe in der
Psychologic der Neurosen," Jahrbuch fur PsychoattafytiscJie und Psycho-
pathologischt Forschungen, I, 1909, no.
,   8 See <?. g. Frazer, "Totemism and Exogamy," I, 346, 439, 449 ff 475,
483, H, 75 ff., 233 ff.. HI 552.
1 See e. g. Frazer, "Totemism and Exogamy,'1 I. 180 ff. II 65.
5 See e. g. Frazer, "Totemism and Exogamy," II, 525, III 575, IV 316.

